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Integrin adhesion receptors mediate the

adhesion of blood cells, such as leuko-

cytes, to other cells, such as endothelial

cells. Integrins also are critical for anchor-

age of hematopoietic precursors to the

extracellular matrix. Blood cells can dy-

namically regulate the affinities of integ-

rins for their ligands (“activation”), an

event central to their functions. Here we

review recent progress in understanding

the mechanisms of integrin activation

with a focus on the functions of blood

cells. We discuss how talin binding to the

integrin b cytoplasmic domain, in conjunc-

tion with the plasma membrane, induces

long-range allosteric rearrangements that

lead to integrin activation. Second, we

review our understanding of how signal-

ing events, particularly those involving

Rap1 small guanosine triphosphate (GTP)

hydrolases, can regulate the talin–integrin

interaction and resulting activation. Third,

we review recent findings that highlight

the role of theRap1-GTP-interacting adapter

molecule (RIAM), encoded by the APBB1IP

gene, in leukocyte integrin activation and

consequently in leukocyte trafficking.

(Blood. 2016;128(4):479-487)

Introduction

Circulating blood cells patrol the body to guard against pathogens and
maintain homeostasis. The adhesive interactions of leukocytes with the
blood vessel walls are transient and dynamic and serve a wide range of
immune functions.1 Similarly, platelets donot stablyadhere to the intact
vessel wall; however, when the endothelium is disrupted, a rapid
interaction between circulating platelets and the vessel leads to the
formation of a platelet–leukocyte–fibrin aggregate that mediates
hemostasis.2 Members of the integrin adhesion receptor family play
important roles in these processes. Integrins are type 1 transmembrane
receptors thatmediate cell–cell and cell–extracellularmatrix adhesion.3

Each integrin heterodimer contains 1 a and 1 b subunit. In vertebrates,
18 a and 8 b subunits can form 24 integrins with characteristic tissue
distributions and distinct ligand binding specificities.3,4 Leukocyte
integrins include aLb2 (LFA-1, CD11a/CD18), a4b1 (VLA-4), and
aMb2 (Mac-1, CD11b/CD18),5,6 whereas integrin aIIbb3 (GPIIb–
IIIa) is by far the most abundant platelet integrin.7 Integrins sense
chemical and physical properties of extracellular matrix and control
signal transduction pathways that regulate cell adhesion, proliferation,
differentiation, and apoptosis.3 Mutations of integrin genes can lead to
blood diseases such as leukocyte adhesion deficiency I syndrome,8,9

due to mutations in the gene encoding integrin b2, or Glanzmann
thrombasthenia,10 due to mutations in the genes encoding aIIb or b3.

Integrins in blood cells are usually in a low-affinity state until
agonist stimulation induces ahigh-affinity form,aprocessoperationally
defined as “integrin activation.”6,11-13 On platelet stimulation by
agonists such as thrombin or collagen, activated aIIbb3 binds fibrin-
ogen, fibronectin, and von Willebrand factor to enable both stable
adherence to the vessel wall and platelet aggregation.3 Similarly, when
rolling leukocytes are stimulated by agonists such as chemokines, the
activated b2 integrins bind to endothelial ICAMs to enable leukocyte
arrest and subsequent extravasation during inflammatory responses
(Figure 1).3 The capacity of intracellular signaling pathways to
induce such changes in integrin conformation and affinity has been
termed inside-out signaling to contrast with outside-in signaling
that occurs when ligand binding to the extracellular domain
initiates intracellular signals. Binding of talin to the integrin b

cytoplasmic tail is a critical final step in the process of integrin
activation.14-17 Here, we discuss our current understanding of the
molecular mechanisms underlying integrin activation in blood cells,
focusing on regulation of recruitment of talin to integrins and the
structural basis of talin-induced activation.

Talin induces integrin activation

Regulation of integrin transmembrane signaling

The effects of deletion of talin inmouse blood cells have unequivocally
confirmed its importance in integrin activation in platelets18,19 and
leukocytes20 as first predicted from model systems.21,22 Moreover,
structural studies23-25 have enabled construction of mice with point
mutations in integrinb326 or talin27,28 that blockaIIbb3 activation and
therefore inhibit platelet aggregation, hemostasis, and thrombosis.
Similarly, the talin1(L325R) mutation that specifically blocks the
capacity of talin to activate integrins impairs the capacity of rolling
neutrophils to arrest and consequently inhibits renal reperfusion
injury.29 These data firmly establish the importance of talin binding
to the integrin b cytoplasmic domain in activation and focus attention
on the mechanisms by talin causes activation.30

Both site-directed31-33 and random34 mutagenesis combined with
Förster resonance energy transfer35 suggested that intersubunit
interactions of the integrin a and b cytoplasmic and transmembrane
domains constrain integrins in a low-affinity “off” state. In conse-
quence, disruption of these a–b interactions is a central event in
activation. Structural studies showed that integrin b3 transmembrane
domain (TMD) is tilted;25° in a model lipid bilayer.36,37 The b3 tilt
angle is maintained by “snorkeling,”38 the positioning of the positively
charged end of lysine side chain (K716 in case of integrin b3) in the
negatively charged phosphate head group of lipids near themembrane–
water interface (Figure 2).37,39 This tilt allows helix packing interaction
betweenaIIb andb3TMDsmediated by glycine residuesaIIb(G972),
aIIb(G976), andb3(G708) (Figure 2). Changes in the tilt angle caused
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by loss of the snorkeling lysine residue b3(K716E)39 or TMD-
shortening mutation b3(L712R)34 can disrupt the aIIb-b3 TMD
interaction and cause activation of the integrin. Similarly, mutation of
the paralogous snorkeling residue inb1A(K732) can also disrupta5b1
interaction and cause a5b1 activation.39 Thus, changing the tilt angle
may be a general way to control integrin activation,34 and the role of the
TMD tilt in regulating other integrins, such as a4b7, warrants future
investigation.

Talin head domain contains a FERM (band 4.1, ezrin, radixin, and
moesin) domain composed of 4 subdomains: F0, F1, F2, and F3.
Ectopic expression of the talin head induces activation.21,40 Further-
more, it can activate purified integrin aIIbb3 embedded in an artificial
lipid bilayer as assessed by both ligand binding affinity and
conformational rearrangement.16 The binding of talin to sites in the
integrin b cytoplasmic tail, and in combination with binding to
negatively charged membrane lipids, activates integrins aIIbb3 in
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Figure 2. A model of talin-dependent integrin

activation. The tilt angle of b3 TMD is maintained by

the interaction between the positively charged end of

K716 and negatively charged-phosphate head group.

TMD packing interaction of integrin aIIb and b3 is

mediated through glycine residues (G972, G976 in aIIb

and G708 in b3) in the middle of the TMDs. The TMD

interaction is also stabilized by electrostatic interaction

between D723 and R995. The membrane distal region

of b3 cytoplasmic tail interacts with talin through an

NPXY motif, which is part of the primary talin-binding

site. The membrane proximal region of b3 cytoplasmic

tail interacts with talin via hydrophobic interaction

between two Phe residues (F727 and F730) in b3 and

L325 in talin. The positively charged residues (K322,

K272, K274, R277, and K256) on the surface of talin

can interact with lipid bilayer. Talin binding to the b3

membrane proximal region and lipid bilayer increases

the tilt angle of b3 TMD thereby disrupting the helical

packing interaction of the TMD leading to their

rearrangement and resulting long range conformational

change in the integrin. The amino acid residues of

integrin aIIb (blue), b3 (green), and talin1 (red) are

numbered.
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cells and can change the tilt angle of b3 TMD (Figure 2).41,42

Furthermore, insertion of a flexible kink in the b3 TMD prevents
transmission of tilting across the membrane and blocks integrin
activation.41,42 Thus, the capacity of talin to change the topology ofb3
TMD disrupts the aIIb-b3 TMD interaction, thereby activating
integrin aIIbb3 (Figure 2).

Is talin dispensable for integrin activation?

Mutations in integrins or talin that prevent their interaction block the
activation of blood cell integrins. In principle, other mechanisms exist
to disrupt the integrin ab TMD interaction or directly alter the
conformation of the extracellular domain and could lead to integrin
activation. For example, localization of activated integrins to lipid
microdomains (Figure 3A)43 occurs in leukocytes.44,45 Such micro-
domains are enriched in rigid and planar-shaped cholesterol molecules
and unsaturated lipids, and the integrinbTMD tilt anglemay be altered
due to the altered membrane properties in these microdomains. In
addition, mechanical stretch of the lipid bilayer, which could be caused
by the forces experienced by a rolling leukocyte or platelet, could
deform the membrane (Figure 3B), changing thickness, curvature, or
surface tension.46 These changes in membrane properties could alter
TMD topologies, TMD helix–helix interaction, and thus activities of
membrane proteins.47-52 Indeed, a previous study showed that the
affinity of integrin avb3 is increased by stretching cells, although the
increased affinity was ascribed to stretch-induced activation of
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase.53 It would be of interest to test whether
membrane stretch or altered lipid composition can change integrin b
TMD topologies to mediate talin-independent integrin activation.
Finally, the interaction of integrin TMDs with other TMD can activate

integrins (Figure 3C) as elegantly demonstrated by the Bennett and
DeGrado groups.54,55 When integrins are clustered, intermolecular
TMD interactions between integrins themselves could compete
with the intramolecular a-b TMD interaction. Indeed, homomeric
(a-a or b-b) TMD interactions between integrins54 and more re-
cently heteromeric (a-b) TMD interaction56 have been proposed
to cause integrin activation by disrupting the intramolecular a-b
TMD interaction.

Cooperation between talin and kindlins in integrin activation

The strength of integrin-mediated cell adhesion is determined by the
affinity state of each integrin and the number of integrin–ligand
interactions at the site of adhesion.57 Kindlins, a family of FERM
domain-containing proteins, bind to integrin b cytoplasmic tails and
play essential roles in the integrin-mediated cell–extracellular matrix
interaction.58,59 When kindlin-2 is depleted in Chinese hamster ovary
cells ectopically expressing integrin aIIbb3, talin-induced ligand
binding to integrins is inhibited, establishing that talin is insufficient for
full activation when kindlin-2 is absent in these cells.60 Kindlin-3 is the
dominant kindlin in blood cells and landmark studies established that
this kindlin is required for efficient binding of multivalent ligands to
platelets and leukocytes.61 Furthermore, kindlin 3 mutations results in
life-threatening platelet and leukocyte dysfunction in humans with
leukocyte adhesion deficiency type 3 (also known as LAD1v).61-64 In
addition to their role in increasing ligand binding to integrins, kindlins
can also enhance the ability of integrins to transmit biochemical signals
into cells,61 and recent study suggests that kindlins can promote the
clustering of talin-activated integrins, thereby increasing the binding of
multivalent ligands, such as fibrinogen.65 Because integrin clustering is
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Figure 3. Hypothetical models of talin-independent

integrin activation. (A) Translocation of integrins to

lipid microdomains, distinct regions of the plasma

membrane enriched in cholesterols and unsaturated

lipids, can change the tilt angle of b3 TMD and disrupt

the TMD interaction. (B) Stretch of lipid bilayer may

change the properties of lipid bilayers, leading to the

change in TMD tilt angle and disruption of the a-b TMD

interaction. (C) When one of TMDs in the integrin

molecule interacts with other TMDs, the a-b TMD

interaction in the integrin can be disrupted. The

disrupted a-b TMD interactions can then activate

integrins.
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important in the capacity of integrins to signal into cells, kindlin-
mediated clustering can contribute to “outside-in” integrin signaling.
Readers are referred to other reviews for a more detailed description
of kindlins and their role comparison with that of talin in integrin
functions.58,59,66

Rap proteins integrate adhesive stimuli

Rap proteins

Whereas talin and kindlins play critical roles in the final events
in integrin-mediated adhesion, how their interactions with the
integrins are regulated are only partially understood. Although
Rap1-independent pathwaysof integrin activation clearly exist,67Rap1
guanosine triphosphate (GTP) hydrolases (GTPases) are perhaps the
most completely studied relays of signals from cell surface receptors to
integrin activation. Rap proteins are smallGTPases of theRas family.68

In mammals, the Rap GTPases are encoded by 2 Rap1 genes, Rap1A
and Rap1B,whose protein products are 95% identical in sequence, and
2 Rap2 genes encoding proteins that share 60% identity with Rap1.
Whereas Rap1A is expressed ubiquitously, Rap1B is the predominant
isoform and the most abundant Ras family member in platelets. Rap1
proteins are targeted to lipid membranes by covalently attachment of a
geranylgeranyl lipid to the terminal cysteine during Rap1 synthesis and
transport through the Golgi.69 In many cell types, Rap1 associates with
specific endosomal compartment to serve as a pool of membrane that can
be rapidly mobilized and translocate to the cell surface during cellular
stimulation.69,70 Accumulating evidence indicates that Rap1 is a phys-
iologic activator of integrins, playing important roles in the regulation of
a variety of integrin-dependent cellular functions.71 Here, we focus on
description of direct Rap1 regulators and regulation of integrin function in
blood cells. Readers are referred to other reviews for a more complete
listing of Rap1 signaling and functions in hematopoietic cells.72,73

Roles of Rap GTPases in integrin-mediated functions of

blood cells

The physiologic relevance of Rap1 function in integrins was first
reported in lymphocytes isolated frommice lacking a functionalRap1A
gene.74 Rap1A-deficient T and B cells have diminished adhesive
capacity to ICAM-1 and fibronectin substrates.74 Furthermore, LFA-1
polarization on the surface of activated T cells is impaired in Rap1A
knockout cells74; however, these defects do not result in hematopoietic
or cell homing abnormalities. Transgenic mice that constitutively
express an active Rap1A mutant (Rap1A-V12) within the T-cell
lineage exhibit strongT-cell adhesionviab1andb2 integrins.75Rap1B
is the dominant Rap1 isoform in B cells where it is crucial for B-cell
development, marginal zone B-cell maturation, and T-dependent
humoral responses.76 Additionally, absence of Rap1B leads to reduced
B-cell adhesion, chemotaxis and in vivo homing.

The Rap1B knockout mice have a mild bleeding defect due to
abnormal platelet function.77 In vitro aggregation of Rap1B-null
platelets is reduced in response to stimulation with both G-protein–
coupled receptor (GPCR)-linked and GPCR-independent agonists due
to impaired, but not abrogated, integrin aIIbb3 activation. Moreover,
Rap1B-null platelets are protected from thrombosis.77 Platelets also
express Rap2B that associateswithaIIbb3 and translocates to the actin
cytoskeleton on platelet stimulation.78

Several Rap1 effectors including regulator for cell adhesion and
polarization enriched in lymphoid tissues (RAPL),79 Rap1-GTP-
interacting adaptormolecule (RIAM),80 andRas associated and diluted

domains (RADIL)81 can link Rap1 to integrin activation or avidity in
various cell types. The connection between talin and RAPL or RADIL
is unknown; thus, in the section below, we focus on the mechanisms of
RIAM-mediated regulation of integrin activation.

Regulatory mechanisms of Rap1

Rap1, like other small G proteins, cycles between guanosine diphos-
phate (GDP)-bound inactive and guanosine triphosphate (GTP)-bound
active forms to act as timedmolecular switches that canprecisely control
cellular processes.68Conversion from theGDP-bound form to theGTP-
bound form ismediatedbyguaninenucleotide exchange factors (GEFs)
that facilitate the release ofGDPandbinding toGTP.Onactivation by
GTP binding, Rap1 undergoes a conformational change that exposes
an effector-binding loop, enabling the recruitment of a variety of
effectors. Rap1 signaling is terminated by the hydrolysis of bound
GTP to GDP through specific GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs).

Several Rap1GEFs have been identified, enabling Rap1 to respond
to a diverse set of stimuli including chemokine signaling through
GPCRs, signaling downstream of antigen receptors (T-cell receptors
[TCRs] and B-cell receptors), and cell adhesion molecules.5,71,73 A
critical step on the path to integrin activation is the proper localization
and activation of Rap1GEFs. C3G (Crk SH3-domain-binding guanine
nucleotide releasing factor, also known as RAPGEF1) is the first Rap1
GEF to be identified.82 C3G regulates Rap1 activation induced by
tyrosine kinases and plays an important role in activation of b1 and b2
integrins in many hematopoietic cell types. Moreover, studies using
transgenic mice with specific C3G overexpression in megakaryocytes
revealed higher activation and aggregation of transgenic platelets
compared with wild-type animals; in contrast, platelets expressing a
C3G mutant with a deletion in the GEF domain showed impaired
activation and aggregation.83 C3G activation is mostly regulated by
translocation to the plasmamembrane through its interaction with SH3
domains of Crk family of adapter proteins.84,85 Ligand activation of a
variety of receptors such as cytokine receptors for interleukin-3 or
erythropoietin86, the TCR,87 and the B-cell receptor88 nucleates sites of
tyrosine phosphorylation at the plasmamembrane. The SH2 domain in
Crk enables translocation of the Crk/C3G complex to these foci of
tyrosine phosphorylation tomediate integrin activation.84,85Calciumand
diacylglycerol (CalDAG)-GEFs comprise another family of GEFs that
responds to calcium and diacylglycerol (DAG).89 Four CalDAG-GEF
gene products have been identified. CalDAG-GEFI (RasGRP2) is a Rap
GEF expressed in the brain and hematopoietic cells. CalDAG-GEFIII
(RasGRP3) is expressed predominantly in B cells. CalDAG-GEFII
(RasGRP1) is a Ras regulator preferentially expressed in T cells.
RasGRP4 is a Ras activator highly expressed in mast cells. In Jurkat
T cells, TCR-mediated activation of Rap1 depends on phospholipase
C-g, and this activity is likely to bemediated byCalDAG-GEFI,which is
required to activate LFA-1.90 Compelling in vivo evidence for the
role of Rap1 in integrin function come from mice deficient in
CalDAG-GEFI.91,92 Thesemice exhibit defective Rap1 andb1,b2, and
b3 integrin activation resulting in a combination of defects in leukocyte
and platelet functions. In patients, a pointmutation in theCalDAG-GEFI
gene impairs aIIbb3 integrin inside-out and outside-in signaling
resulting in platelet dysfunction associated with severe bleeding.93

Another family of Rap1GEFs includes members of Epac family.94

Although Epac1 is expressed in most tissues with relatively low levels
in leukocytes, Epac2 is predominantly expressed in the brain and in
the adrenal gland.95 Binding of cAMP activates Epac GTP exchange
activity.94 The Epac1/Rap1 signaling pathway promotes red blood cell
adhesion to laminin.96 Activation of Epac1 in monocytes enhances
adhesion to endothelial cells and promotes cell polarization and
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chemotaxis.97 PDZ-GEF1/2 characterized by the presence of a
PSD-95/DlgA/ZO-1 (PDZ) domain98 and dedicators of cytokinesis
protein 4 (DOCK4)99 are other classes of Rap1/2 activators, but
information on their expression and functional role in blood cells is
currently limited.

In contrast to themolecular diversity of GEFs, only 2 families of
Rap1-specific GAPs have been identified. The first consists of
Rap1GAP100 and its splice variant Rap1GAPII.101 Their activity
and translocation to the plasma membrane are regulated by direct
interaction with Ga proteins.101 The second family of Rap1-specific
GAPs encompasses the structurally related proteins signal-induced
proliferation-associated protein-1 (SPA-1).102 SPA-1 is character-
ized by the presence of a PDZ domain that mediates interaction
with membrane-associated proteins. The expression patterns of
SPA-1 and Rap1GAP are quite distinct and tend to be segregate in
human tissues.103 SPA-1 is predominantly expressed in the lymphoid
tissues in the absence of Rap1GAP, whereas tissues such as brain,
kidney, and pancreas strongly express Rap1GAP with little SPA-1
expression. SPA-1 is the principal GAP for Rap1 in hematopoietic
progenitors. Although the dependence on integrin signaling is
unknown, null mutant mice of the SPA-1 gene develop a spectrum
of myeloid disorders.104 Rap1GAPII is the only known GAP of
Rap1 in platelets105; however, its role in platelet function remains
unknown.

RIAM relays Rap1 signaling to talin

Biochemical signaling through RIAM

RIAMwas identified as a Rap1-binding protein important for leukocyte
integrin activation.80 RIAM induces b1 and b2 integrin-mediated
adhesion in JurkatTcells and is required forRap1-dependent adhesion in
these cells. RIAM contains Ras association (RA) and pleckstrin
homology (PH) domains and proline-rich regions, which are defining
features of the Mig-10/RIAM/Lamellipodin (MRL) family of adapter
proteins. Recruitment of RIAM to the plasma membrane is mediated
through its RA and PH domains that are both required for lymphocyte
adhesion.106 Several critical adaptormolecules inT cells are necessary to
translate TCR engagement to integrin activation, particularly 55-kDa src
kinase-associated phosphoprotein (SKAP-55) and the adhesion and

degranulation-promoting adapter protein (ADAP). RIAM constitutively
interacts with the SKAP-55/ADAP module to promote the membrane
targeting of the RIAM-Rap1 module on antigen stimulation of T cells
to facilitate LFA-1 integrin activation.107 Furthermore, studies using
synthetic approach in combination with model nonhematopoietic cells
reported that Rap1 mediates integrin activation by forming a complex
containing talin in combination with RIAM, which targets talin to
integrin.108 Mapping studies identified short amphipathic helices in the
RIAMNterminus that bind talin, and joining thosehelical peptides to the
membrane targeting sequences of Rap1 led to aminimized Rap1-RIAM
module that is sufficient to recruit talin to activate integrins.109 Thus,
RIAM functions as a scaffold that in effect connects the membrane
targeting sequences inRap1 to talin, thereby recruiting talin to theplasma
membrane and activating integrins.30,109 In adherent cells,RIAMismost
abundant at the cell edge and lamellipodium and is then subsequently
reduced in mature adhesions due to direct competition with vinculin for
binding sites on talin.110 Vinculin stabilizes adhesions, increasing their
ability to transmit forces, whereas RIAM promotes lamellipodial
protrusion.110 The transition of integrin-based adhesions from drivers
of lamellipodial protrusion to stable focal adhesions delineates a
molecular switch in adhesionmaturation. The protrusive activity of
RIAM is likely mediated by modulation of the actin cytoskeleton
through binding to both profilin and Ena/VASP (enabled/vasodilator-
stimulated phosphoprotein).80 Overexpression of RIAM induces actin
polymerization and cell spreading and lamellipodia formation. In
contrast, RIAM knockdown cells have reduced content of polymer-
ized actin.80 RIAM, or its paralogue, Lamellipodin (Lpd), forms a
complex with talin and integrin that is enriched at the tip of growing
actinfilament in lamellipodial andfilopodial protrusions (Figure 4).111

In this complex, the N terminus of the MRL protein binds and
recruits talin to the plasma membrane to induce integrin activa-
tion, and the C terminus of MRL protein increases processive actin
polymerization in part by recruiting ENA/VASP, thereby propelling
themovement of the “stickyfingers” (Figure 4). Futurework is needed
to assess the role of the RIAM-driven sticky fingers in leukocyte
adhesion and migration during immune responses. Although there is
strong evidence that RIAM serves integrin inside-out signaling, its
capacity to regulate actin dynamics portends a potential contribution to
signaling that follows adhesion (outside-in signaling); indeed, such
a role has been documented in b1 integrin outside-in signaling in
melanoma cells.112 Future studies in hematopoietic cells are clearly
warranted.
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Figure 4. The MRL protein-integrin-talin (MIT)

complex forms the molecular basis of sticky fingers

that direct cell migration. RIAM and its paralogue,

lamellipodin, are the mammalian MRL proteins. (A) The

MIT complex, visualized by bimolecular fluorescence

complementation (green) between RIAM and integrin

aIIbb3, is enriched at the tips of growing actin fila-

ments (red) in protruding regions of migrating cells. (B)

Schematic representation of the MIT complex at the tips

of sticky fingers. The N terminus of the MRL protein

(RIAM or Lamellipodin) binds talin, thereby enabling its

recruitment to the integrin to induce activation. The C

terminus of MRL proteins increases processive actin

polymerization in part by recruiting ENA/VASP and

activators of the ARP2/3 complex to drive the rapid

translocation of the integrins. Together, these 2 bio-

chemical functions of the MRL proteins result in the

formation of the sticky fingers at the cell edge that direct

protrusion during cell migration. Scale bar: 5 mm.

Adapted from Lagarrigue et al.111
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Biological functions of RIAM

RIAM is abundant in hematopoietic cells, and RIAM knockdown
blocks agonist-mediated aIIbb3 activation in primary mouse mega-
karyocytes.30 Despite in vitro evidence for an important role of the
ternaryRap1/RIAM/talinmodule inaIIbb3 integrin activation, genetic
deletion of the RIAM gene in mice does not affect development,
homeostasis, or platelet integrin functions.113-115 This unexpected
finding challenges the view of RIAM as key regulator of integrin
activation and indicates that RIAM-independent mechanisms exist for
Rap1 to mediate its effects on platelet integrin function. RIAM levels
are low in platelets, whereas Rap1, talin1, and integrins are highly
expressed in platelets,116 implying the existence of alternative Rap
effectors that can regulate talin in platelets. Lamellipodin is not
expressed in platelets, thereby excluding a compensatory mecha-
nism.113 The fact that RIAM is dispensable for platelet integrin
activation also raises the question whether integrin functions in other
hematopoietic cells are compromised in the RIAM-null mice. Recent
studies have answered this important question.114,115 Work from
Fässler’s group highlighted the essential role of RIAM in the activation
ofb2 integrin in neutrophils, macrophages, and T cells.114 By contrast,
b1 and b3 integrin functions are only partially affected by the absence
of RIAM in these leukocytes.114 Interestingly, RIAM deficiency has a
less pronounced effect on leukocyte b2 integrin function than talin1
deficiency,114 emphasizing the existence of RIAM-independent
mechanisms, leading to talin recruitment to integrins. Importantly,
RIAM-deficient mice exhibit significant leukocytosis associated with
leukocyte adhesion deficiency and impaired leukocyte extravasa-
tion.114 At the same time, Philips’ group reported that the Rap1/RIAM
module is essential for efficient lymphocyte adhesion to ICAM-1 and
VCAM-1 and for proper trafficking of B and T cells to secondary
lymphoid organs.115 Accordingly, they showed that RIAM is required
for a normal humoral response to a T-dependent antigen. Furthermore,
RIAM-deficientmacrophages exhibit impaired adhesion and spreading
on ICAM-1,114 thereby complementing previous studies indicating that
RIAM is actively involved in complement-dependent phagocytosis
mediated by Rap1 by recruiting talin to integrin aMb2 in the human
myeloid cell lines HL-60 and THP-1.117 Although there are alternative
RIAM-independent pathways, these studies bring RIAM to the
forefront of integrin regulation in leukocytes.114,115 These findings
underscore the fact that the molecular mechanisms leading to talin
recruitment to integrins and resulting integrin activation operate in both
a cell type– and integrin-specific manner.

Translational implications

Leukocyte recruitment into a tissue is a hallmark of inflammation. Due
to their critical role in leukocyte recruitment, leukocyte integrins have
emerged as potential therapeutic targets in several inflammatory
diseases, and some antileukocyte integrin therapeutics have reached the
clinic.118,119 Similarly, the essential role of aIIbb3 in platelet
aggregation and thrombus formation has led to aIIbb3 antagonists
used to treat cardiovascular diseases.7,119 That said, mechanism-based
toxicities, ascribable to the effects of complete blockade of integrins,
have limited the utility of such therapies.7,118,119

Although much has been learned about how talin and kindlins
enable integrin functions, there is a need to decipher the sequence of

signal transduction events from adhesive stimuli to talin and kindlin
recruitment to integrins. The function of Rap proteins as hubs in
integrin inside-out signaling is widely accepted, but their connection
with talin remains incompletely characterized. Recent studies
established a role for RIAM in relaying signals downstream of
Rap1 in leukocytes.114,115 RIAM-deficient mice exhibit significant
leukocytosis associatedwith a loss ofb2 integrin activation resulting
in impaired leukocyte adhesion to inflamedvessels and accumulation
in the circulation.114,115 Additional work is required to determine
whether inhibiting RIAM can ameliorate diseases that depend on
leukocyte integrin functions, eg, psoriasis and inflammatory bowel
disease.118,119 Because RIAM-deficient mice are viable, fertile, and
healthy,113-115 amelioration of disease models would portend a
potential therapeutic benefit in blocking RIAM or the signaling
events that enable its functions. Reverse genetic experiments
(mutating a gene and analyzing resulting phenotype) in mice
revealed that RIAM is dispensable for platelet function and asso-
ciated with mild neutrophil and lymphocyte function defects.113-115

These studies strongly suggest that forward genetics of humans
(identifying a phenotype and tying it to a mutated gene) will uncover
patients with loss-of-function mutations in the RIAM gene asso-
ciated with a mild leukocyte adhesion deficiency syndrome and
normal platelet function. Therefore, the future of RIAM research
is exciting, promising a new class of therapeutic targets with the
potential to impact inflammatory human diseases without compro-
mising platelet function. Moreover, the dispensability of RIAM for
platelet function leaves open the question of how Rap1 regulates
integrin activation in platelets.113-115
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